Econ 676b Corporate Finance

**Time:** 12:26pm  
**Day / time:** Weds. 8:30-11:30  
**Course Type:** Graduate  
**Course term:** Spring  
**Instructor(s):** Kelly Shue  
**Visiting Instructor(s):** Zhiguo He  
**Location:** Evans Hall 1556

Corporate Finance will consist of two half semester modules, which must be taken together for credit for the Economics Ph.D. program. Zhiguo He will teach the first module in the spring. It will provide a theoretical treatment of major topics in corporate finance and banking, including: capital structure; incomplete contract and ownership; agency theory, information, and financial contracting; corporate finance and financial market; banking and intermediaries; and recent topics relating to financial crises. Kelly Shue will teach the second module in the spring. It will provide an overview of the modern empirical toolkit that is used in corporate finance. We will cover a variety of reduced-form empirical methods, with applications to selected topics at the frontier of corporate finance empirical research.
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